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COSIMO CLASSICS, United States, 2007. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 198 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A well-known nineteenth-
century abolitionist and former slave, William Wells Brown was
a prolific writer and lecturer who captivated audiences with
readings of his drama The Escape; or, a Leap for Freedom
(1858). The first published play by an African American writer,
The Escape explored the complexities of American culture at a
time when tensions between North and South were about to
explode into the Civil War. This new volume presents the first-
edition text of Brown s play and features an extensive
introduction that establishes the work s continuing
significance.The Escape centers on the attempted sexual
violation of a slave and involves many characters of mixed
race, through which Brown commented on such themes as
moral decay, white racism, and black self-determination. Rich
in action and faithful in dialect, it raises issues relating not only
to race but also to gender by including concepts of black and
white masculinity and the culture of southern white and
enslaved women. It portrays a world in which slavery provided
a convenient means of distinguishing between the white North
and the white...
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These kinds of publication is the ideal pdf o ered. It generally is not going to expense too much. I am just delighted to
let you know that this is actually the very best book i have go through inside my very own life and might be he finest
ebook for ever.
-- Ma belle Schoen-- Ma belle Schoen

Great e book and beneficial one. It is amongst the most awesome pdf i actually have read through. You wont feel
monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Dor othy Da ug her ty-- Dor othy Da ug her ty
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